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1.2B cars globally...

Not to mention, 135M 
motorcycles

...~1 person each 
when moving...

>60% of car miles in US 
by the driver alone

...eating >50% global oil

Global fuel economy progress 
slowing as car sales erode 
gains

A mobility system based on individual private car use is incredibly inefficient

...idle 95% of time...

3.4 - 8 parking spaces 
per car, in typical US 
cities



New solutions are emerging to drive a more sustainable future of mobility
New mobility solution themes

BEHAVIORAL SHIFT

...away from solo, 
private car trips to 
shared journeys

VEHICLE GREENING

...via turnover to cleaner 
fuels and higher 
efficiency technologies

COMPLEMENTARITY

...with public transit and 
multi-modal mobility on 
more sustainable modes

INFRASTRUCTURE 
TRANSFORMATION

...to more human-centric 
designs as demand from 
private cars shrinks





Uber

Point-to-point, on demand mobility

Mobile tech enabled

Network of mobility providers and 
consumers

Two-way, flexible participation



600+
Cities

80+ 

Countries
300+
Airports

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL

Global reach
Uber

5B+
Rides globally

Millions
Of rides per day



Sharing by design
Uber’s business works best when we ENABLE MORE PEOPLE TO MOVE WITH...

FULLER MORE 
EFFICIENTFEWER ...VEHICLES & 

TRIPS



One driver on Uber’s 
network can serve as many 
as 10 or more riders per 
day

2 strangers in 1 car is how 
we began…

...3 or more is POOL & 
other innovations

A driver on Uber’s network 
knows every dollar saved 
on fuel is a dollar in their 
pocket

FULLER MORE EFFICIENTFEWER



FULLER MORE EFFICIENTFEWER BY DESIGN

Rider Miles

Vehicle Miles

Rider Trips

Vehicle

impact

passenger-mile

Fuel

Vehicle Mile



Rider-driver GPS matching

“Forward dispatch”

Pre- & rematch technology 
for airports

...

POOL

Split-fare

Multi-destination trips

...

Smart routing

Aggressive driving notifications

Vehicle-to-trip right-sizing

Driver vehicle solutions support

EV & hybrid focused 
initiatives

...

FULLER MORE EFFICIENTFEWER
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Learning about shared + 
electric mobility

EV Pilots & Demonstrations
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 CASE STUDY: LONDON EV PILOT RESULTS

SOURCE: Energy Savings Trust, Electric Private Hire Vehicles in London, 2017 

PRE-LAUNCH DRIVER SURVEY VEHICLE STOPS HEAT MAP

40,000 riders served by ~60 EVs in 
4 months

Infrastructure & range challenges 
remain: drivers reported wanting to 

drive an additional 10+ hours / week



SHARED

ELECTRIC AUTOMATED

Building a more 
sustainable future of 
mobility: key ingredients



By 2050

Up to 80% climate 
emissions reduction

Up to 90% vehicle 
population reduction

Experts: future of mobility is 
shared, electric and 
automated



ELECTRIC AUTOMATEDSHARED



SHARED

Carpooling peaked in U.S. 
peaked in 1970 at ~20% of 
commuter trips

As of 2017, Uber’s network...

600 cities across 77 
countries

~10M shared trips per day

20% riders select POOL (in 
60+ cities, where available)

Our goal: every journey a 
shared one

SHARED



SHARED

Electric vehicles <1% global new car sales after decades 
of government spending … today, a hundred EVs on 
Uber’s network can serve 100,000’s of riders

In London, our EV pilot program moved 40,000 people 
in 4 months with just 60 EVs

Ridesharing helps EV adoption, 
EVs help ridesharing expansion

ELECTRIC



SHARED

Automated UberX: Pittsburgh & Phoenix

● Over 1M miles
● Over 30,000 riders

Automated heavy duty trucks & light-duty 
cars testing on CA roads

Automated mobility promises dramatic efficiency 
gains in the future … so we’re real-world testing 
today

AUTOMATED
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